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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Bl\Cl<GROUND 
Wraparound contact solar cells with both electrical contacts on 
the back (soo Figure 1) o.f:fer sovora1 significant udvantagos \."hen 
compared with conventional cells. The ce),l interconnection is 
simplified, usc of automatabla interconnect techniques is possible, 
covcrglass application is simplified and grid coverage is reduced 
increasing il1umina~ed area and efficiency. 
Improvl1llH.mts in wl.·apal·cJ\md cell performunce have been made und~r 
contract NAS 3-20065(1). This program was designed to develop a 
processing sequence for fabricating 2 x 4 cm wraparound contact 
solar cells by combining high effici~ncy conventional cell tech-
nology and low-cost cell technology. Conventional technology 
incluc]es gaseous diffusion, evaporated contacts and evaporated 
antireflection coatings. Low-cost technology includes print-~n 
back surface fields and print-on wraparound insulating layers. 
\Hth these combined technologies, high efficiency wraparoutld 
contact (HE\tlAC) ~olar cells with air mass zero (At-10) efficiencies 
as high as 15% had been made on occasion, but only in the 
laboratory. With further development, this new cell technology 
has been shown to be ready to be moved through the pilot produc-
tion stage. This production readiness has been demonstrated 
under the current program, NAS 3-21270. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this new program were threefold. First was to 
complete the optimization and refinement of the wraparound cells 
developed under NAS 3-20065, secondly, to mature and formalize 
the processing of such cells to a point where cell fabrication 
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Figure 1 
SKETCHES SHotHNG VARIOUS VIEt\'S OF 
BASELINE HEWAC CELL 
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CRn be ~urr~cd out by pro~uction peruonncl under oporating pro-
duction line ~onaitions. And finally, pilot production will 
thC'n m,\l1uf'\lCtm:c und del ivcr 1000 acceptnhla calln (minimum cell 
p~rform~ncQ 13.5~, minimum lot average 14% at AMO, 25°C). pilot 
pl'olhll':tion i.l'\cludQS the gencl'ution of all required software, 
tooling and accaptance testing for tho DO devices. 
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2.0 '!'BCBNlCATJ DISCUSSION 
2.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
Tho initial effort on this program was bo identify the major 
problem(s) of the dovicos made under the previous program, 
NAS3-2006S. Identiry~.ng problem arOBS would give some direction 
for the development of a test plan to rosolve those problems. 
The flow chart in Figure 2 shows the baseline process sequence 
developed under NAS3-2006S. Cells produced by this process 
measure 2 x 4 x 0.02 em and featuro a t~xturized front surface 
with TB 20 S AR coating, chromium-palladium-silver contact system 
and an aluminum back surface field in addition to the wraparound 
contacts and sili~a-seal dielectric insulator. A back surface 
reflector was not utilized. Material used was 'pl type, boron 
doped, 7-14 ohm-em silicon with (100) crystal orientation. 
On~ lot of 25 cells was produced following this process to 
determine what type of problems were to be encountered and which 
process steps would require further development. The test results 
of this lot of cells were very similar to the devices made pre-
viously. High open circuit voltage (616 mV average) and short 
circuit current (355 rnA average) but poor curve fill factor (0.68 
average) and lot yield (52% with at least l3~% efficistncy). The 
loss of cur.ve shape was due primarily to high series r~~istance 
(0.24 ohms average) and low shunt resistance (1400 ohms cit 500 mV 
average). Upon close visual examination, several physi~al discon-
tinuities were noticed on the cells. These discontinuities 
included cracking of the dielectric material when fired, poor 
coverage of the dielectric material on the wraparound edge (e.g. 
voids and seams), poor coverage of the contact metallization on 
the wraparound edge and puddles and/or lumps on the aluminum back 
surface field layer. 
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Figure 2 
FLOW CHART SHmVING BASELINE 
PROCESS SEQUENCE DEVELOPED 
UNDER NAS 3-20065 
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Those r»:obloms uppoarcd to he the major causes for poor electri-
cal performance on the initial Aot of baseline cells. Having 
identified those problem areas tho next step was to devise a 
thorough test plan designed to isolate the CBuses of these pro-
blems and to resolve them. 
2.2 PROCESS ~10Dlr"ICATIONS 
2.2.1 
A test plan was developed and implemented and the aforementioned 
probloffis wore eliminated one by one. 
The problem with the dielectric material cracking when fired was 
eliminated by simply reducing the firing temperature from 650°C 
to S7SoC. The direct result of this change was an immediate 
improvement in shunt resistance without any difficulties with 
the dielectric or its adhesion to the cell. 
2.2.2 
By changing the cell-to-source angle in the contact evaporator 
o o( • l:d from 60 to 45 see Flgure 3), a more comp ete wraparoun con-
tact was obtained. This resulted in improved series resistance 
and therefore better cell performGoce. 
2.2. 3 Screen Mesh orIentation 
The voids and seams found in the dielectric material on the wrap-
around edge were eliminated by switching to a different mesh 
orientation in the screen used for the printing of the dielectric. 
The same size screen and image were used, but the screen was 
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Figura 3 
CHOSS -Sl-:CTIONAL VIF;N OF CONTACT EVAPOAA'l'OR 
CELL·TO-SOUHCE ANGLES- ANGLE USBD FOR 
N};'l'ALLI ZA'rION OF 'I'HE HEh'AC c,m~LS IS 45 0 
ANGLE ON LEFT SIDE OF FIGURE 
Mesh 90 0 to 
Image Area 
Figure 4 
Mesh 45 0 to 
Image Area 
DIELECTRIC SCREEN ~ffiSH ORIENTATIONS 
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l,'OCU cad so t~ha t tha mcoh \','as 45° to tho imuoa .i.I\~t;oild of 900 
which was uDed previously (sac Figura 4). The ~QllD printed 
using this screen exhibit a vary uni(orm glaDs lay~r with com-
pleto covorage of the silicon, avon on the cdgo. 
The obsonce of the voids helps to avoid problems, such as gri1-
line being broken by a pinhole, or shunting causcd by an avapo-
rated metal filling B pinhole and contacting tho silicon 
underneath. This change resulted in an improvement in both 
shunt resistance and series resistanc.e. 
2.2.4 BSF Firinc Tomnerature 
_.-::;=-.. ~.,~.= ,-~r';::;;Jt=~~" ."t:. "'~::::"n=::;"~~~ 
After the screen printed aluminum, used to establish the back 
surface field, was fired, some of the aluminum '(puddled" on the 
back of the cell, leaving lumps of various siz~ and number. 
These lumps could not be removed by soda rUbbing. 
The solution was that of firing the cells for a longer time 
period, but at a lower temperature. The old parameters of 87SoC 
and 20 seconds wer~ replaced with 8500 C and 30 seconds. This 
change was very successful in reducing the lumps and makes for a 
much flatter, better looking surface finish on the back of the 
cell. Also, the r~moval of the aluminum oxide layer after firing 
was made easier with the lower temperature. Electrical tests on 
cell lots fired in this manner showed that the back surface field 
had retained its effectiveness as voc remained high. Another 
positive result of eliminating the lumps \Vas that fewer cells 
were broken when handled during processing, increasing yield. 
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All of these modtficucions wa.t"e incorporat(:Jd ,into t;l\e bnnali\1(.l 
tn'oeoso sequanca. Tho l'csultant device was one of high pcrfor-
munet! and good yield. The next scction, 2. 3 EXPl:~~IMl-~NTS, 
dOBcribas work using this improvod procoss as the buoDline. The 
final baseline procaoB modification was incorporated aftar tho 
c.nq)otimonts wore completed. This change was that of switching 
from a toxturizod, Ta20 S AR coated surface to a polished front 
surface with a dual AR coating_ 
The chango was made for two reasons. First was to help reduce 
tho breaking of cells during processing known to be a conunon 
problem with colls having a texturized surface. Secondly, was 
because cells with a planar l:Iurfuce have a lower thormal alpha 
temperature in space. The only penalty sustained is a slight 
drop in short circuit current. 
2.3 EXPERIMENTS 
2.3.1 l~Earoung.~ Conventional cells, 
Following the improvement of the baseline process through prooess 
modifications, several experiments were conducted in an attempt 
to gain a better understanding of the dielectric wraparound and 
to further improve the baseline process. 
In the first experiment all of the cells in one lot were made 
using the baseline process sequence, except that a standard ohmic 
bar was evaporated on the tN' contact in addition to the wrap-
around feature. The cells were electrically tested as wraparound 
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to 0.11 ohme. Thio flillile COGe waD X'opeacod on other cello, with 
tho c~mQ r~nultD, lh~X'Q!ore ioolotin9 tho DcrioD rooiotoncQ 
l:Jrobloffi. Tho obvioun eourOQ of action waD to eliminate tho edge 
roumUng otol') bocauoe :Iwre was not time avoiloblc to develop a 
Dotinfoctory fidgo rounding proceDD. 
Aluminum Romovnl After ~SF Formation 
.~~ .' ~.:. ==:::"'::;t~;:;-';::;::; '4l~::'-= __ -:=r~rt1l:iZ:~·~~ ~~tr-#~::':""::::+:~~ ;:":t~ 
Exporimonts 4 and 5 wore conductod in an attempt to investigBte 
variations in the structure of the reor of the call. The fourth 
experimont involved the removal of the aluminum layer romaining 
aftor back surfaco field formation. Tho standard baseline method 
consists of a gentle soda rub which removes tho oxceDS aluminum 
oxide layer from the back surface after firing. Following the 
removal of this layer, a dull aluminum underlayer i~ exposed, 
which provides for a suitable base for subsequent printing of the 
dielectric wraparound and the 'pl contact pad. In this experi-
ment, both the oxide layer and the aluminum layor were removed 
using a concentrated HCl boil. This process leaves only the 
silicon rich aluminum-silicon eutectic region, which forms the 
back surface field. The removal of th~ aluminum leyer proved to 
be unsuccessful. When the print-on dielectric glass insulation 
was fired, it did not adhere to the eutectic region. Subsequently 
it crac}~ed and peeled off the surfalce. The same procedure was 
repeated, with the same results. There was insufficient time 
in the program to investigate this lack of dielectric adhesion 
to the eutectic region. 
2.3.5 Full Back contacts 
-.... 
The previous experiment (2.3.4) failed because the dielectric 
insulator would not adhere to the regrowth ar~a on the back of 
the cell. As an alternative, another experiment was attempted 
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wh<::t'cby tho uluminum io oguin removed, L)ut a full buck concact 
oyotem io ovaporated prior to the ncroon printing of the dieloe~ 
tt'ic inou).n tion, By thio method the dielectt:ic mutm:ial dooo 
not have to Btick to the regrowth layer, but to tho silver of 
the back contact. A :011 of this type would bo very much like a 
standard spuce cell, as the aluminum layer would be removed, a 
full back contact would be employed, and an evaporated aluminum 
back surface reflector could be uoed. A dioadvantago would be 
tha extra processing stopo involved, as the front surface and 
wraparound odgo would have to bo con~acted in a separate stop 
from the back cont~act. TWo lots of cells (25 wafers each) were 
procclilJod in this oxporimcH1t. The results of tho inj tiul exp~ri­
mant wore not good. Only thl::ae cells of tho 25 started achievod 
the minimum efficiency of 13.5%. This is a lot yield of only 12%. 
Opon circuit voltage and short circuit current wore up to par, but 
the curve shape was very poor due to high series resistance and 
low shunt resistance. This was due to poor adhesion of the 
dielectric to the back contact, resulting in peeling and cracking 
of the dio1ectric inSUlation. 
The second attompt yielded much better results. sp~cial attention 
was paid to the cleanliness of the back contact prior .~o the 
dielectric application, and this resulted in much better adhesion 
of the dielectric to the back, and therefore better test results. 
The data showed a lot yield of 80%, fill factor of 0.78 and 
average cell efficiency of 14.3%. Average open circuit voltage 
is a bit low (614 mV), but did not have any eff~ct on overall 
cell performance. 
One lot of cells is hardly conclusive, but this experiment does 
show promise as being a possible alternative to the present base-
line cell. 
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One of the requirements of NAS3-2l270 was that the cells produced 
lHwa a back surface reflector undar the cr··Pd-Ag back contact 
pads. It was suspected, however, that the firing of the dielec-
tric may break down an aluminum reflector. The reasoning behind 
this is that the temperature used to fire the dielectric material 
(575°C) is very close to tile eutectic temperature of aluminum 
and silicon (577°C). The number of firings (two) as well as the 
time involved in each firing (ten minutes) may also be detri-
mental to the effectiveness of an evaporated aluminum BSR. The 
fifth experiment was designed to find out if this was true. 
One lot of cel~s was divided into three groups. Group A cells hud 
an evaporated aluminum BSR and were given the following heat treat-
ment: 10 minutes at 12SoC followed by 10 minutes at S7SoC, then 
each was repeated. Then two, 10 minute steps at 125°C were done to 
simulate the drying of the dielectric after printing. Group B 
cells had a BSR without heat treatment, and the cells in Group C 
were used as control cells. They had neither a BSR nor a heat 
treatment. All cells in the lot were made as conventional non-
wraparound 2 x 4 em cells because extra steps would have to be 
added to the process and the tooling used for contact metallization 
would have to be modified to apply a BSR to wraparound cells. 
The BSR cells with and without heat treatment, Groups A and B 
respectively, do not differ appreciably in any of the electrical 
measurements. The control cells, on the other hand, exhibit a 
drop in current when compared to the BSR cells. Average Isc and 
I are down about 10 rnl~ each, and that makes for a small los~ in 
rnp 
average cell efficiency (about 0.3%). The re~~lts were not con-
clusive as to the effect of a BSR after the firing of the 
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dieloctric. Soma of the cells in each group from th~s lot had 
refloctance ~casurements takan on them for additional information. 
2.3.7 
Al though the experiments performad d.ispluyed some vary interesting 
possibilities, it was decided that the coll design to be used for 
the pilot prodUction would be the original baseline cell. These 
other cell typas have not baen made in largo allough numbers to be 
considered reliable at this time. Tho following conclusions can 
bG nmdo (,.111 the basis of t.hese exporiments. First, tho efficiency 
rcuuction due to tho wl'nparound is about 0.5% and is not due to 
the dielectric or the dielectric process. Secondly, edge rounding 
and full back contacts may improve performance if they can be done 
controllably and reproducibly. Finally, making the dielectric 
adhere to the AI-Si eutectic region and the use of an evaporated 
BSR xequire further investiga~ion. Perhaps some of these other 
techniques could be investigated and/or utilizpd on a future 
dielectric wraparound cell. 
2.4 TEs'r RESULTS 
2.4.1 Electrical Tests 
---------"' 
Having refined the baseline process to a point where the major 
p~oblem areas had been eliminated, the next step was to determine 
the feasibility of the process. This was accomplished by process-
ing numerous lots of cells without changing the process. Six 
lots of cells were produced in this manner. Three were started 
with 25 wafers, and three with 50 wafers. The electrical charac-
teristics of one of the better lots are given in Figure 5. The 
average electrical data for the six lots are as follows: 
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PLl\NAR SURPl\CE - DUAL l\R COATING - 25 Nl\PER LOT 
, STD 1050; 2SoC @ 1\MO 
it 92,?; Lot Yield 
t 
flo V I V I P Rsh°I;'"ll Rs II.. LotI oc sc rnp rnp max EFF 
~ Cell mV rnl\ rnV mN CPF <>: @ 500 mV ohra ~ rnA ,. 
~ --
I 626 342 521 301 156.8 0.732 14.5 12,500 0.16 
2 629 343 517 322 166.5 0.772 15.4 12,500 0.07 
..,. 3 630 349 525 325 170.6 0.776 15.3 12,500 0.10 
4 630 344 529 315 166.6 0.768 15.4 16,666 0.12 
5 629 344 510 306 146.1 0.722 14.4 833 0.17 
6 630 345 502 317 159.1 0.732 14.7 50,000 0.18 
£ 7 631 346 520 323 167.'9 0.769 15.5 50,000 0.09 
8 634 351 521 333 173.5 0.780 16.0 50,000 0.09 
I 9 630 345 518 312 161.6 0.744 14.9 5,000 0.11 
}.J 10 629 347 481 306 147.2 0.674 13.6 3,125 0.27 m I I 11 630 350 517 327 169.0 0.766 15.6 12,500 0.10 i 
12 628 342 522 318 166.0 0.773 15.3 50,000 0.07 i I j- 13 632 241 6,250 I 14 630 346 528 321 169.5 0.777 15.6 50,000 0.03 
15 630 343 519 320 166.1 0.768 15.3 0.10 I 
16 631 348 520 325 169.0 0."".769 15.6 50,000 0.10 j 17 630 345 513 316 162.1 0.745 14.9 16,666 0.17 18 631 344 502 315 15Sl.1 0.728 14.6 1,616 0.18 19 630 348 473 320 151.3 0.690 13.9 25,000 0.27 20 630 344 494 304 150.1 0.692 13.8 50,000 0.2S 
21 631 344 519 324 168.1 0.774 15.5 16,666 0.09 
22 629 345 529 323 170.8 0.787 15.7 12,500 0.07 I 
23 631 343 519 324 168 .. 1 0.774 15.5 50,000 0.09 
24 632 353 499 326 162. i' 0.729 15.0 16,666 0.20 
25 613 285 10,000 
AVE 630 345 513 318 163.3 0.751 15.1 24,203 0.14 
Figure 5 
TEST DATA FRm1 A GOOD LOT OF I1EWAC BASELINE CELLS, 
EXHIBITING DOTIl HIGH EFFICIENCY AND PROCESS YIELD 
". 
,~~ ______ "~ _~_~~.......(l ~~_".~,~______ _" ... ~.,dL 
- .,--;S7?5r:.....:... - u =*". ---=--.:;;,.:;- ~-z@r- •• 
~ , ' 
.. 
,i 
Open ~ircuit voltage 623 mV 
Short circuit current 340 rnA 
Nux.imum power 159.8 mN 
Curve fill factor 0.752 
Efficiency 14.8% 
Lot yield IV 65% 
All electrical data are at AMO @ 2SoC. 
It is apparent from the test results that high efficiency wrap-
around cells can be produced with acceptable yields. The average 
efficiency for these six lots of 14.8% is well above the contract 
goal set at 14.0%. The next step was to determine how the 
devices hold up und~r in-process tests (tape peel) and environ-
mental testing. (humidity, temperature cycling). 
2.4.2 In Process Tests 
One of the requirements of a production device is that it be 
capable of passing a group of in-process mechanical tests. The 
first is a tape peel test which is performed on both surfaces of 
the cell. scotch Brand Magic Transparent Tape No. 810 was 
pressed down firmly over the cell to remove any air bubbles and 
to completely cover the cell surface. The tape was then stripped 
from the cell at a 900 angle to the cel,l surface. contacts, when 
inspected under 10 power magnification, had no imperfections 
exceeding the following limits: 
Delamination - None allowed 
Voids - The main component of the metallization shall 
be continuous and shall cover a minimum of 
95 percent of the back contact area. 
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Tho IH~Xt:. in-process mechanical test \,'as a Con tact Streng th 'rest. 
Pull tabs made of silver plated molybdenum wore soldered to the 
'N' and 'pl contacts using Sn62 solder alloy per latest rovision 
of 00-S-57l (Federal Specifications 00-5-571 governs solder 
alloy compositions). The tabs \'Jere pulled to :failure at an angle 
of 90 ± 5 deUroos to the surface of the cell. Average failure 
loads for the Hm~AC dr.wices were 680 grams for the wraparound or 
'N' contact and 1000 grams for the 'P' contact. These values 
easily exceeded tllC contact strength requirements of 500 grams 
minimum. 
lJ.'he f innl in-process tc~st performed on these de\! ices was an AR 
Coating Adherence Test. The cells were immersed in boiling, 
distilled water for lS minutes, and then exposed to direct water 
vnpor for an additional lS minutes. The cells were then dried 
and rubbed with an eraser (Pink Pearl No. 101). The eraser was 
rubbed across the surface of the cellon the same path each time 
for a total of 20 complete cycles and with a continuously applied 
force of from 120 to 147 kilo Newtons per square meter (174 to 
213 PSI). ~\'hen each cell was examined, there was no evidence of 
complete removal or delamination of the antireflection coating 
visible to the unaided eye. 
2.4.3 Environmental Tests 
Having passed the in-process mechanical tests, the HEWAC cells 
were then submitted for some environmental testing which, 
although limited in nature, did provide some idea as to how well 
the cells would hold up under some typical environments. 
The first test was a Thermal Cycle Test, whereby the cells were 
exposed to 100 cycles at temperature extremes of -l700 C to +7SoC. 
A l4 0 C/min. rate was used for heating Rnd cooling, with a two 
minute dwell at each extreme. The cells had test tabs soldered 
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to the contact pads nnd wore electrioully tooted prior to the 
cycling test. Upon completion of 100 cyclos, the cells were 
visually inspected and tllen retested electricnlly. The dielectric 
showed no evi.dence of peeling or crack:i.ng \'1hen inspected I.lndeJ; 
10 power magnification, and \'1hel1 l'etcsted the colIs sho\'.;cd Ul'l 
average current output dnyradation (at 480 mV coIl test voltage) 
of less than 2% for a 20 cell scunple. 
'1'ho second environmental test performed on the cells was a 
Humi.dity Tcst wh(n-cby the colIs \."ere exposod to 90% relative 
humidity at 4SoC for a period of 30 days. Per the temperature 
cycle test, the cells ware electrically tested before and after 
the test, and. a visual inspection was performed. The average 
current output degradation (at 400 mV cell test voltage) was 
less than 1.5% for a six cell sample. 
The last environmental test involved the Tllermal Shocking of the 
HE\'i'AC devices. The cells were exposed to a b:'mperature ex't.reme 
of -19SoC for one minute by dipping them in I,N2• The cells were 
then allowed to return to ambient temperature and were then 
exposed to a temperature extreme of +lOOoC for one minute by 
placing them on a hot plate. Again the cells were allowed to 
return to ambient. Two cycles were performed on each cell. A 
visual examination was performed on each cell as well as pre-
and post-electrical testing. The average current output degra-
dation (at 500 mV cell test voltage) was approximately 1.7% for 
a ten cell sample. 
On t~le basis of the in-process and environmental tests performed 
on these devices, the HENAC cell has shown its ability to with-
stand these tests with an acceptable amount of output degradation 
(less than 2%). 
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In ,).n errore t.o '(urt.hcr ul'lUcrst.and t.ha Imh'AC device and its 
c1hlrd(}l:m:isl:lcs, ThOl:mal Alpha (a) ~10aSlll·<..)mcnt.s w~rc mmlc on soma 
0,( the v~lrious wraparound cells mad a during the development phusa 
of t.he program. Soma average valuos arc given below: 
Baseline, planar surfaca, TB20S AR Residual Pasta .743 
Bnsolina, planar surface, Dual AR Residual Paste .Ct2 
B~soline, textured surface, TU20S AR Residual Paste .912 
rull Back Cont.act (Section 2.3.~), 
planar, Ta20S AR Evaporatad .792 
The decision to switch from a textured front surface to a planar 
front surface wa~ made on the basis of the lower IX valua of the 
planar surface cell. 
The full back C01'ltact cell from Section 2.3.5 was included to com-
pare its a value to that of the baseline, planar surface, Ta20S 
cell. The baseline d~vica retains the rasidual aluminum remaining 
after BSF formation and does not hava an evaporated BSR. The full 
back contact cell has the residual aluminum removed an'd does 
utilize an evaporated BSR. The lo\\'er IX value for the baseline 
cell type indicates that the residual aluminum could be a better 
reflector than the evaporated aluminum, although the reason for 
this is not yet known. 
All of the alpha measurements were made at the Hughes Aircraft 
Co. test facility in Culver City, CA. 
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2.5 PILOT PRODUCTION RBADINESS 
2.5.1 
At this l,oint in the program, a satisfactory haneline process had 
been realized. This process had produced wraparound cells of high 
pcrfol.'mu))ce and process yield while bcd.ng compatible with most 
protluction processes and oquipment 
from the lab to pilot production. 
could begin, a few itams had to be 
to ensure a smooth transition 
But Laroro pilot production 
completed. 
First was the design and procur~~ent of new contact evaporation 
tooling to be used for the pilot production run. The tooling 
used for the developmcmt of the HE~vAC cell was left over from the 
previous contract (NAS 3-20065). Due to limitations in the size 
of the evaporater used and the amount of tooling on hand, only 12 
cells CGuld be contacted at one time, and because the tooling was 
made in the Spectrolab machine shop, the quality and precision 
was not of suitable calibre to be used in production. Slight 
modifications in the contact configuration became necessary 
because of a problem of holding the cell in the new tooling. The 
old tooling utilized magnets to hold the cell in place during con-
tact deposition. These magnets could not be used for pilot pro-
duction because of the method of operation of the carousel coater 
to be used. The changes made to the front and back of the cell 
were truly minimal, and did not affect cell performance. The new 
tooling made it possible to contact 192 cells at one time, using 
the production facilities. 
2.5.2 Software 
The other item that had to be taken care of before the start of 
pilot production was the prep~ration of production-suitable 
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sort\\'lll'C unu qunlity contl.·ol clQmcnts. I3ccnuoa the pilot produc ... 
tion was to be p~rlol·mcd by l)l~OU\lct ion personnal \\11<lor product ion 
- f Ii 
1 ina condi t1011S, it WUG necossary to implement a complete solt\·mro 
file. 'rhis included (.,n NCO (Nanufacturing Control Doomncmt) 
listing all of tho process stops and Q.C. (Quality Control) inspec-
tion stages, and an ATP (Accoptance Tost Procedure) Wllich defines 
1:.ho proc.cdures used lor tho accoptanca testing. Additionally, eha 
pl:occdm:e3 had to ba written for each of tlla 1)1:00055 stops that 
differed from standard production procosses, and Enginoering Lina 
Instructions (l~rJI) and IJot Trackers had to ba davalopod. 
2. G RECONPIGURCD BACK CO~TACT 
2.6.1 
Prior to the start of pilot production, the need for a reoonfigured 
baok contaot system was identified. An alternate back contact 
oonfiguration was required for the HEWAC cell to make the dovices 
mo~e suitable for some panel manufacturers designs. Although the 
baseline wraparound design does simplify cell interconnecting com-
pared to standard space cells, a back contact configuration utiliz-
ing the oenterline of the cell for both 'N' and 'P' oontaots would 
simplify cell interoonneotion even further, and the weaker 'N' 
contaot points (680 grams vs >1000 grams for the 'p' oontaots, see 
Seotion 2.4.2) would be located inboard of the 'P' contaot points, 
where stress is less. A sketoh of the reconfigured design is 
shown in Figure 6. 
The approach used in the development of the reconfigured back con-
tact HEWAC cell was as follows: 
First the design and procurement of new tooling was necessary. 
This tooling included screens to be used in the dielectric 
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Figure 6 
"P" CONTACT 
SKETCH SHONING BACK CONTACT CONFIGURP.TION 
OF ALTERNATE BACK CONTACT HEWAC CELL 
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pl.'inc""cm stOl'l ll\(16KS for Lhe conLact QV(llK)l:\1tion step, and n 
now oloc~l:ical test fixturo. Suuondly, cost lots wore mnde and 
Qvaluated until a satis[acLory procoDD wos acll\eved. And 
finolly, the pilot l'n:oduction S(,'lfl:.\\'ara was l'ovisod t.o l:oflect. 
th<J! nl t()l'nate back con tnol'. CGll. It was decidod to amond the 
prouram rQ~Uir0m~nts for tllB contract and make the 1000 dolivor-
able dovicos include 500 baseline type cells, and 500 alternato 
back contact oells. All eleotrioal porformance ~equiremont.s and 
accoptance CCHit roquiremont.s \\'ould bo the sarno for bot.h cell 
tYPQs. 
2. (i. 2 Pr~blQrn~/B~lutians 
.. ;.-~ '~''-' - :; on _ :~- ..::..:".,,,,-,,-,~ 
Problems not. common to those of the baseline 0011 dosign, wora 
enoountered and resolved wlth the reoonfigured baok oont.aot. In 
t.he initial experiments, t.he same size (200 mesh) soreens ware 
used to print the diele~triG insulation onto the ABC (alternate 
back oontaot) cells as were used on the baseline oells. This 
oaused what proved to be the major stumbling blook in the develop-
ment of this oell type. By oomparing the sketohes of the two oell 
d~signs in Figures 1 and G, it is obvious that the ABC oell 
(Figure 6) has muoh more of its baok surfaoe area (approximately 
39%) covered with insulation material than does the baseline devioe 
(approximately 211). The additional inSUlation oaused unaocept-
able bowing of the oells when the insulation layer was fired. 
Several experiments were oonduoted employing diff~rent oomb5nations 
of soreen types and mesh sizes. Some oells were processed using a 
single layer of insulation, inst~ad of the standard double-layer 
method used on the baseline cell. (Double-layer inSUlation mini-
mizes the chances of pinholes which oould lead to shunting of the 
oells.) Others were processed using double-layer insulation, but 
with finer mesh screens (325 mesh). The oombination whioh was 
found to be acceptable from all aspects was the use of a fine m~sh 
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Dcrcen (325 m0Dh) for the initial print-on atop, followed by a 
stnntlanl llmnh ~3crccn (200 mesh) (or the Decond In:int ... on Dtep. The 
single layer experiment failod bocuuoo of ollunting due to pinholoo. 
The doublo-layer, fl.ne mesh scrcen expcH."iment! fn ilcd because an 
,ina(]o~l\.lUte amount of insulation was being apl)lied to the wrap ... 
around edgo of tile coll, and the OdgoD of tho silicon were protrud-
ing from beneath tho insulation layer, therefore causinl shunting 
and r)oor coll performance. 
2.6.3 
'fiw f10\\' chal."t in Fi gure 7 sho\l.'s tha process soquonco usad in tho 
manufacturing of the bnseline cell type. To the right, opposite 
its respective process step are listed the chnnges required to 
make a HENAC call utilizing the altllrnate back contact. It is 
apparent that the ABC cell type can be made using the samo pro-
cess as the bal:::'>el ine cell, with a minirlu.("\ of changes. 
Since only a few process changes had to be made to produce the 
alternate back contact cell, it would seem logical that the elec-
trical characteristics of the device would also remain very similar 
to the baseline cell type. This was found to be the case. Figure 
t shows a cell performance comparison of the baseline cell and the 
reconfigured contact cell. Note that both cell types in this com-
parison havJ only a single-layer antireflection coating, which 
Also explains the low short-circuit current (I sc ' and I values. mp 0 
note that the reconfigured contact cells were tested at 28 C 
instead of 250 C. The change from 250 C to 2SoC was made for two 
reasons. First, 2SoC conforms more closely to the cell test 
temperature called out in Section 3.4.1 of the Standard Specifica-
tion for Silicon Solar Cells and Cell Covers (CASH CAT. NO. 3001). 
This requirement is 25 :~~C. Secondly, 2SoC is the test tempera-
ture most commonly used by Spectrolab Production for the testing 
of cells. 
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BMn:r,Um PHOCnSS 
Sl!I.:lUl.;NCE 
I "~""C' "'" "" ~=," 0' < 0' ZZ' '= "'" ,., ""'l Surface Proparation 33% NnFiI otc;h 3-1-2 polishing etch 
= 0 "" ~7_- ~, '" -=~I = ", ~,"'==""~ 
P}wuphinc Diffuse 
\I 
[' 'JU;)=c·~i~~r- F;~;n~'~i~~J 
',',Y,' _=_', ,z'", r~"~'~~,~~,~l~~=,=~,_:==:===,:~ 
Back Surface Field Formation 
Screcn Print & Fire Al Paste 
Wraparound Dielectric Insulation 
Screen Print, Fira, Scroon Print, Fire 
Dielectric Paste 
~==="r"= •• "" ''" Z ",=~'" =~'~T='~'=-~. __ ~mu-=~~ ..... 
[
' ~=='=~'=,-',~" "~===-='",m • .. "'. _='-=,,'=---_~'~ Contact Deposition 
Evaporate Front Grid Pattern, 
Wraparound Edge & Back Contact 
G~ 
Figure 7 
J3ASJ~r/:nm PRO(~l:SS 
CllANGDS Ht;QLl lImO 
pon AT/l\lm~~A'l'E BACK 
CON'rAC'l' um':AC CgMJS 
Change screen pattern 
and mesh size. Inspect 
wraparound edge 
Change back 
contact mask 
Change testing 
fixture 
FLOW CHART AT LEFT SHOWS PROCESS SEQUENCE 
USED TO MANUFACTURE BASELINE HE\1AC CELL. 
TO THE RIGHT, OPPOSITE THEIR RESPECTIVE 
PROCESS STEPS ARE LISTED THE CHANGES REQUIRED 
TO MAKE A HENAC CELL UTILIZING THE 
ALTERNATE BACK CONTACT. 
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Figure 0: 
BASELINE/RECONFIGURED CONTACT 
CELL PERFORf.11\NCE COMPARISON 
V Isc V oc mp 
rnV rnA llnV 
BASELINE HEWAC CELL @ 250 C 623 326 514 
(Average based on 4 cell >ts) 
RECONFIGU§ED CONTACT nEWAC 
CELL @ 28 C 612 324 S04 
(Average based on 2 cell lots) 
Both cell types have single-layer AR coating 
TOTAL CELL DEVELOPMENT EFFORT 
Baseline - 23 Lots (25 cells per lot) 
Reconfigured Contact - 13 Lots (25 cells per lot) 
Imp 
rnA 
302 
302 
~ - ;t ~_ .....,-,~---:_:;r:.~~ --?*'-
P 
max ErF CFF yield 
n';': % % 
155.2 14.3 0.764 71 
152.3 14.0 0.767 70 
~~~"",,;..l:. • ..... ~'d m9r • .... ~_--'-~ ..• ~___ .• _"'!.~.~~_<-O~, ____ ...JI...-._ ~ ,_. __ ._ .,~~_._._ ..iIrI&I~~_ 
~,. ;:- -:-\;.-,"'!li!i:~,:,~ 
,~ -~-"'~~ -'~~~-~_i& __ '__ ............... ....,I"'-<~ _-----;""..-:, "":-:-~_.. ...... ~-qq,. 
In gono1:n1, a 2.2 mY/Dc penalty ,in open circuit voltago (V ), 
2 0 0 oc 
and a -0.07 m\Vcm"- C (0.6%/ C) powBr penalty can be employed 
in comparing 10 ollm-crn cells tested at 25°C versus those tested 
at 2S(JC. (2) 
2.7 PILOT PRODUCTION 
2.7.1 Trial Run 
__ "~l:lI~::::_"t;.S_~ 
With the completion of development of the reconfigured back con-
tact cell, proofing of the evaporation tooling and finalization of 
the production software, the Pilot Line was ready to begin. The 
material to be used w~s grown, slabbed, and sliced into approxi-
matp.ly 1150 wafers, 1. 70" x 1.70" x 0.14" thick. (During process-
ing, each wafer was diced into two 2 x 4 em cells, thereby 
providing for a maximum of 2300 cells.) These wafers were 
divided into 12 lots of 96 wafers each (one lot had only 94 
wafers). Six of these lots were used to make the baseline cells, 
and the other six lots for the alternate back contact type cell. 
All twelve lots went through the 30% NaOH etch, 3-1-2 polishing 
etch and phosphine diffusion steps together. At this point a 
trial run was initiated before the actual pilot line. Two lots 
(one·~r each cell type) were run through the manufacturing pro-
cess ~y production line personnel. This was done in an effort to 
determine what problems, if any, would be encountered by switching 
the process from the laboratory to the production line. 
These two lots did run into some difficulty. Besides a few small 
problems which only required some minor adjustments to remedy, one 
large problem was ultimately responsible for the loss of both lots. 
Shortly before the start of pilot production, OSHA banned the use 
of trichloroethylene, one of the solvents widely used at Spectrolab 
in the cleaning of cells. A substitute solvent (l,l,l-trichloro-
ethane) was incorporated into the Spectrolab production process 
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after it was found Duitablc for cleuning conventional cells. 
l,l,l-trichloruethane simply replaced trichloroethylene in the 
previously established cleaning sequence. Although this cleaning 
procedure with the new solvent worked satisfactorily on standard 
space cells, it failed on the HEWAC devices. 
The cleaning procedure and solvent used was not designed for cells 
which had a dielectric insulation layer screen printed onto the 
cell. The surfaces onto \l,thich the insulation layer was printed 
were not adequately prepared to allow for good adhp.sion between 
substrata and insulation. Therefore, when tape peel tests were 
run on these cells, they exhibitt;d excessive pacling of the 
dielectric insulation from the substrate. 
Experimants were conducted in an attempt to develop a hew solvent 
and/or. cleaning proccnure to be used in the pilot production of 
the HEWAC cells. Many combinations of solvents and procedures 
were tried. The pass/fail criteria used in these experiments w,ere 
visual inspection and tape pull tes~. It was found that the most 
successful combination tried involved the use of the same 1,1,1-
trichloroethane that Spectrolab production uses, but the cleaning 
procedure had to be changed. These changes included the insertion 
of a boiling l,l,l-trochloroethane step and several ultrasonic 
cleaning steps. After it was determined by visual inspection and 
tape pull testing that this new procedure worked well, the soft-
ware was changed. 
Another problem, although not as severe, was the return of the 
lumps on the back of the cell after BSF formation. As reported 
earlier, this problem was initially resolved by lowering the firing 
temperature (from 87SoC to 8S00 C) and increasing the time (20 
seconds to 30 seconds). This time tests were conducted on the 
aluminum paste (A1 20 3 content), the method of applying the past.e 
(screen printer parw~eters), and the equipment used to apply the 
paste (screen printer, screens). The problem, however, was traced 
to the furnace used to fire the paste onto the cells. 
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Apparontly, some sort of s}lift occurred in the furnace. This 
shift rosulted in a change in the heat zone of the furnace. The 
cells were being exposed to a higher firing temperature because 
of this, and the lumps resulted. The furnace was rccalibratcd, 
and it was decided to reduce the f:i.ring temperature of the HENAC 
devices to 82SoC. Experiments sho\\'ed 110 loss in the effectiveness 
of the BSF by using the lower temperature. Software changes were 
made, and to eliminate a recurrence of this type of incident, a 
daily furnace temperature surveillance step was inserted into the 
BSP formation procedure. 
2.7.2 Start 
Having developed a cleaning procedure which resulted in adequate 
adherence of the dielectric inSUlation to cell substrate, ane 
again resolving the BSF firing problems, the formal pilot line 
was set to begin. 
The ~ells moved through pilot production slowly and cautiously, 
thereby eliminating any major errors due to unfamiliarity of 
production line personnel with the new cell type. A few minor 
problems came up, but nothing that had a serious impact on the 
outcome. For example, the dual AR coater mal functioned" during 
one of the runs, and about sixty cells came out with a green AR 
coating. The only effect this had on the cells, besides the green 
color, was a small drop in Isc' 
During the processing of these cells it was decided to run the 
Tape Peel Test after the electrical testing, or in other words, 
after the pilot line operations were completed. The previous 
experience with the trial run was the reason for this decision. 
The trial run cells were tape peel tested before electrical test-
ing, and because the cells displayed excessive peeling the elec-
trical testing was useless. This made it impossible to determine 
if the cells were good electrically or not. Although a recurrence 
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of the excessive peeling of these cells was doubtful (due to the 
new cleaning procedure), it was still a possibility. And in the 
event that it did recur, at least electrical data will have 
already been collected. Aside from this one change, the pilot 
production traveller was followed and the results will now be 
discuss~d. 
2.7.3 
Up to this point the two cell types run through pilot production 
(baseline and alternate back contact) have been treated as one. 
This was due to the fact that the processing of the two cell 
types was identical except for the screens used in the dielec-
tric print-on step and the back mask used in the contact 
evaporation step. For the electrical test and yield results, 
however, the two cell types have been split up and will be 
reported on separately. 
The data in Figures 9 and 10 provide the breakdown for each lot of 
each cell type after electrical testing. The values given are 
based on measuring the cells at a load point of 485 mV @ AMO, 
280 C. As shown, nine of the ten cell lots surpass the contract 
goal of 14.0% lot average. The one low lot is the lot that con-
tains the cells with the poor AR coating. Had these cells had a 
proper AR coating, this lot would also have surpassed the con-
tract goal. 
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show histograms plotting power (at 485 mV) 
vs. number of cells of the total pilot production, the baseline 
cell type and the alternate back contact cell type, respectively. 
The total production and alternate back cell histograms look very 
good. The baseline cell type histogram is not very good, due 
again to the cells with green AR coating. 
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Figura 9 
ELECTRICAL peRFORMANCE @ 28°c, AMO 
Hl~\\'AC BASBLINE Cl-:rJT.I DDSIGN 
IL Powar 
@ 485 mV @ 485 mV T'} 
% 
........ "=.--.-
Lot (rnA) (mW) 
.'! = "~ __ ~< ... --:=:o.. __ - -= ~,~ ...-="''''...."..,._ .. _''''.=- ____ ~_"..__'""....--. .... :i<;_~_..::~_
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
AVE 
* AR 
315.2 152.9 14.1 
319.8 155.1 14.3 
315.3 152.9 14.1 
310.4 150.5 13.9 
321. 0 155.7 14.4 
-.. ~.---
--
316.3 153.4 14.2 
Coater malfunction 
Figure 10 
ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE @ 28°C, ANO 
HE\1AC ALTER.~ATE BACK CONTACT CELL DESIGN 
IL Power 
@ 485 mV 
~o t ___ ~___ JrnA) @ 485 mV (mN) T'} % 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
AVE 
320.7 
316.9 
313.9 
314.5 
313.9 
316.0 
\ 
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POWER DISTRIBUTIO~ HtWAC BASE~INE CELl. DESICN 
284 Total Cells 
87 
57 55 
~2 
~I,' 
21 20 ,~ J 
_J_ ..... p.J.: 15 5 lU1. lS.O: 
I lt2 1~6 148 150 m lSI 15& m m 
I 
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POWER 01 STRlf\\.';lON HI:v:1.C "'LTl::,c~;. .. c: 
B;'CK CONTACT CELL DESICN 
346 Total Cells 
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l';Oi;lSuring the electrical plu'fol'miH)Ce of cells using a load point 
is only an npproximation of the actual values. To get a better 
idca of the actual pcrformance of these cells, as well as 
measured values for open circuit voltage and short circuit 
cur~cnt, I-V curves were run on a sample of the total. Cells 
wore takcn at random from each current grouping and tested. A 
total of 90 cells (45 each cell type) were tested, and the average 
values are given in Figure 14. These data show that the two cell 
types are almost identical performance-wise, and the average 
efficiency is a little better than the "load point" data. Judg-
ing from the electrical da ta, the HE\\'AC pilot production was very 
succc'ssful. 
2.7.4 Yields 
The yields discussed in this section are not the total yields for 
the pilot production. This data was compiled before the tape 
peel test and acceptance testing were performed on the cells. 
~his data should, however, provide some idea as to the success of 
the pr~cess sequence under production line concitions. Figures 
15 and 16 show the lot by lot breakdown for each cell type, showw 
ing the maximum number of cells possible, the number of cells 
from each lot which went through mechanical inspection, and the 
number of cells from each lot that achieved an electrical perfor-
mance of at least 13.5% at AMO, 2SoC. The combined (both cell 
types) average processing yield was about 50%, and the combined 
average electrical yield was about 33%. 
Although well below the project goals of 60% overall yield, these 
numbers are respectable for a cell being introduced to production 
f?r the first time. Past experience at Spectr01ab has shown that 
new cell types start off at about a 30% yield, and as more cells 
are processed and the operators become familiar with them, the 
yield goes up. Judging from the HEh'AC experience an Overall 
yield of 50% does not seem out of line. 
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Figure 14 
BASELINE/ALTERNATE BACK CONTACT 
PILOT PRODUCTION CELL PERFORMANCE COl1PARISON (FULL I-V CURVES) i 
(AMO, 2S0 Ci . I 
Ij 
IL PL V I V I P : 1 oc sc mp mp @ 485mV max @ 485mV CFF EFF 
mV rnA mV rnA rnA mW mW % I 1 
BASELINE CELL 603 350 492 317 322 156.0 156.2 0.739 14.4 
(Average based on 45 cells) 
ALTERNATE BACK CONTACT 
CELL 602 350 493 318 320 156.8 155.2 0.744 14.5 
(Average based on 45 cells) 
Load Point Data (IL and PL ) are shown for comparison 
....... r ,&,j2- d_1it ".*tb ..-. ----- - .-.-~----......... --........ -""'~--. --~- ""---_ ...... ---_._- ,----~:--, ~~~-
~\ 
~'--~---
lI~=\~AC Bl\SBIJINE CEJJL DBSIGN 
PILO'!' PHODUC'!'ION YUnJDS 
(T))):ough ~~achanica1 Inspoction) 
Complete performagce 
~o1;=_~_ .~t~~r:..s,,~~ =~~j,,~lH:,_u_.!~~EE~_)I1!U?.:..L ____ ~}.)!2! .. J!1,~I!,.!-J,~c<~~L~~~ll 
2 192 79 35 
4 188 83 71 
5 192 107 64 
(5 192 80 42 
7 192 88 72 
_ ~,_.","",r"'" 
•• _~._.',", __ "'-_'<1#;."':;:;: _ 
---- ---
956 437 (4 G %) 284 (30%) 
Figure 16 
HE\~AC ALTERNATE BACI' CONTACT CELL DESIGN 
PILOT PRODUCTIO~ YIELDS 
(Through Mechanical Inspection) 
Complete Performasce 
Lot Starts (thru ~1ech. Insp.) (13~% min. 28 C, M10) 
---"'--
10 192 95 77 
11 192 132 84 
12 192 113 68 
13 192 99 57 
14 192 79 60 
960 518 (54 %) 346 (36%) 
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2.7.5 ACc0ptanco Tests 
., - -~; - ~_-~; ;:;;::.::.. ~.;"*'~ .... e~ 
Acceptance tasts as definod in tho Standard Specification for 
Silicon Solar Cells and Coll Covers (CASH CAT. NO. 3.001), 
ApPGndix 'A I soct: ion 4.4, \>t'ara par form<:d on tha Jm~'iAC dovices. 
Tho Lot Tolerance Percent Defective (LTPD) method, defined in 
scction 6.4, was used to verify the requirements of the Acceptance 
TQsts. Tho acceptance testing consisted of four categories: 
identification of product (sample size 45 colls); visual examina-
tion (sample size 32 cells; dimensions and weight (sample size 32 
c011s); and electrical output and spectral response (sample size 
4S calls). The total sample was not the sum of the sample sizes 
in each category, but a number specified in the LTPD method, 85 
cells in this case. Each cell subjected to any test in tho 
sequence had to have been previously subjected to all prior tests 
in the sequence. Because the two cell types were treated as two 
different cells, the sample size indicated (8S cells) was pulled 
from lots of each cell type. 
Because no requirement had been determin~d for cell wei~ht and 
spectral response, this information was simply recorded and cells 
would not be rejected on that basis. The data in Figure 17 
shows the results of the acceptance testing. Both cell types 
failed three of the four tests. These results would normally 
cause some concern, but it should be noted that the LTPD method 
is very tight, much tighter than the method Spectrolab usually 
uses on space cells. The method used by Spectrolab is per 
MIL-STD-IOSD, Inspection Level II, Table II-A. Under this method 
a sample size of 32 cells is allowed two rejects, and a sample 
size of 45 cells is allow~d three reject&. Using this method the 
HEWAC cells would have passed three of four tests, and because 
the cells are in a pilot production, in that they have never been 
made in production before, the results would seem to be acceptable 
for a first time through device. 
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Sample 
Size 
(It of 
Test Cells) 
Identification of 
Product 4S 
Visual 
Inspection 32 
Dimension and 
Weight 32 
Electrical and 
Spectral Response 4S 
~ ;'77· ~_!C!2l:t'"_._ ~~ 
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Figure 17 
RESULTS OF ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
if Rejects 
Allowed Disposition Disposition 
(LTPD/ # Rejects (LTPO/ E Rejects U.'i'?D/ 
MIL-STD-IOSD) (Baseline) l-UL-STD-IOSD) (Alternate) MIL-STD-lOSD) 
0/3 0 Pass/Pass 0 Pass/Pass 
0/2 3 Fail/Fail 4 Fail/Fail j 
0/2 2 Fail/Pass 1 Fail/Pass 
0/3 2 Fail/Pass 3 Fail/Pass 
-'"~-.. -- . --- ~-.~-.-:" ;:-~---'-"-' -'_. >->~~-"---» >~'--.. --u-. D" > » J 
- • « .......... 
Bnood on tho rODults of pilot production, it is fair to state 
that~ho nm\'AC cell docs Dhow promiso of being n oucccosful 
lnrgo Deale production-mado dovice, Although yields wore not 
aD high aD expectod, performanco was bottor than expected. 
RQcatling past oxperienco, yields would improve with mora coll 
processing as tho bulk of losoos ware duo to bx;'oakage during 
handling. 
Tho LTI'D method for accoptance tosting was too tough for a now 
dovice tlj bo subjoctod to, but the samo coll was l'casonably 
succ~ssful using the more common (at Spoctrolab) MIL"STD-105D 
mothod. In genoral, only two process stops would requiro more 
work before a future large scale production run should be 
attempted. These processes are the cell dicing and dielectric 
print-on steps. The cell dicing was done using a dicing saw to 
cut the 2 x 4 cm wafers out of the larger one, but this process 
was very slow and time consuming. Using a laser scribe to do 
the cell dicing would be better, if the rough edge left after 
laser scribing could be removed so that the dielectric could be 
printed over the edge successfully. Something should probably 
be done to speed up the djelectric print-on step. D~veloping 
a new dielectric material that required only one printed layer, 
or used a shorter firing time would help. with the incorpora-
tion of these refinements in the baseline process, future large 
scale production of the HEWAC device should result in less pro-
cessing time, higher yields, and an even more successful produc-
tion made device. 
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Thin program had evolved a production made dielectric wraparound 
aoll of high efficiency and typical "first-run" yields. Tho 
teo to and exparimcnts implcWlented in the development phase of 
tho program helped tremendously in understanding this cell and 
Do1ving the processing probloms associated with making it. 
Although thoro ware problems in transferring tho processing 
sequence to the production line, those problems wore solved with 
minimal impact on the design and performance of the dovice~ The 
t0St data show that this call can be made in a production 
environmont with good results. And, tho cc1ls successfully 
survived some preliminary onvironmental tests, including tompera-
ture cycling, humidity and thermal shock. 
The only two areas of this process that require further work are 
tho cell dicing step and the dielectric print-on step. Should 
these steps be simplified and the processing time reduced, the 
HE\'u\C cell could be an even better production device. 
In addition, the development of the wraparound cell utilizing 
the alternate back contact design will make the device more 
suitable for some panel manufacturers. 
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